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A Mars sample return is the culmination of many years of exciting missions of the Mars Surveyor Program.
Analyzing samples of martian dust and rocks in laboratories on Earth has been a goal of scientists and engineers
since the Viking missionsin the mid- 1970s.Here we describe a snapshotof the currentMars SampleReturn (MSR)
architecture, which is currently undergoing review and possible
change. Launching in
August and September 2005,
the MSR mission will bring back about 1kg of martian rocks and soil in April 2008. Like all missions of the Mars
Surveyor Program, MSR builds
upon previous Mars missionsto enable an exciting missionat a fraction of the cost
and risk of a stand-alone mission. We describe the MSR sciencerationale, mission architecture, trajectories, flight
systems, and challenges for the current architecture.

A FEW GOOD ROCKS: THE MARS SAMPLE
RETURN MISSION ARCHITECTURE
2005 (see figure 2). The orbiterEarth Entry Vehicle
(EEV) launcheson a Delta I11 or Atlas IIIA first. Then,
about a month later, thelandermars AscentVehicle
(MAV) launches on a DeltaI11 or Atlas IIIA class launch
vehicle. Other launch vehicles under consideration are:

I. Rationale for samde return
Mars is a vastplanet. In fact, the surface areais roughly
equivalent to Earth’s continental land surface areas
combined. Exploringand understanding the Red Planet
requires observations on a global basis with orbiters.
In-situ measurements on the surface are required for
ground truth, just as in Earth investigations.

.Delta IV Medium+ (EELV)
Atlas IV (EELV)
~ A r i a n e5 (with and without cryogenic upper stage)
All vehicles will launch from CapeCanaveral Air Force
Station, except for the Ariane 5, which launches from
Korou, Guyana.

Despite the past, present, and future successes of
Viking, Mars Pathfinder, Mars Global Surveyor, Mars
98 Orbiter and Lander, Mars 2001 Orbiter and Lander,
and Mars 2003 Orbiterand LanderRover, there is a
limit to what robotic exploration can observe. Many
tests for past or presentlife require that a sample be
brought to Earth laboratories for years of intense study.

Both the orbiterEEV and the landerh4AV have cruise
stages that providepower and telecommunications capabilities en route to Mars.

Obtaining a good set of samples for return requires that
we study Mars with the previously mentioned orbiters,
landers, and rovers. These missions allow us to find the
most intriguing sites within engineering and budget constraints. This “pathfinding” will allow MSR to return a
scientifically exciting setof samples forstudy.

After approximately a 1-year cruise to Marson a type 2
trajectory, the orbiter does an orbit insertion maneuver
with its bipropellant system into a large elliptical 12-20
hour period orbit.The orbiter stays in this orbit for afew
months until the period of solar conjunction*passes.
The current aerobraking scenario then takes 80 days to
reach an orbit that is compatible with the MAV.

11. Mars Survevor Program background

The lander alsouses a type 2 trajectoryto Mars. After
arriving sufficiently late to avoid the solar conjunction
period*, the lander proceeds to enter the martian atmosphere. During the atmosphere entry, guidance and control algorithms guidethe vehicle to a precise landing.
After sufficient reduction in velocity, the aeroshell and
heat shield are jettisonedand a parachute is deployed.
At an altitude of a few kilometers above the local surface, the parachute is cut and the lander’s rockets begin
to fire. The lander then touches down on the surface.

The Mars SurveyorProgram has multiple sample
returns as a goal (see figure 1). The earliest a sample
return is possible, given the current stateof knowledge
of Mars and the available budget, is 2005. The MSR
mission chooses the best site using all orbital and surface data. Then, the mission landsat that site and returns
samples of rocks, dust,and soil to Earth. Other sites will
be investigated with future MSR missions.

111. Mission Overview
MSR launches on two medium class launch vehicles
from Kennedy Space Center in August and September

After a checkout period of a few days,the rover deploys
and begins to analyze and collect samples of rocks and

* Current navigation studies showthat the earliest a lander could arrive is Nov. 29, 2006. This is because the lander
must have enough navigation data after the solar conjunction period to be ableto execute a trajectory correction
maneuver at 10 days before lander arrival at Mars. The dateof minimum solar conjunction angle (slightly less than
1”) is Oct. 23, 2006. Theorbiter can begin aerobraking around Nov. 15, 2006.
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MARS EXPLORATION MISSIONS (1996-2005)
July 1998

Figure 1. Representative Mars Exploration Program timeline
Mars. Then at apoapsis, any necessary plane change is
accomplished, followed by the trans-Earth injection at
periapsis.
Close to Earth, the orbiterwill do its final targeting
maneuvers. After this, it will detach from theEEV, leaving only the EEV to enterthe atmosphere ballistically.
The EEV is targeted fora touchdown in Australia due to
incoming trajectory geometry.We are also looking at the
Utah Test and TrainingRange (UTTR) near Dugway,
Utah and the White Sands Missile Range (WSMR)in
New Mexico as landing sites.
The sample is returned around May
1,2008. After initial
checks, the sampleis transferred to a sample return
examination facility and the processof examining the
Mars samples can then begin.

A. Launch and Earth-to-Mars traiectory
MSR launches on two small-to-medium launch vehicles. The launch periods for the orbiter and lander are
constrained by:
*minimizing the launch energy(C,)
*minimizing the orbiter arrivalVm at Mars (tominimize orbit insertion propellant)
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*requiring thedeclination of the outgoing asymptote
of the launch trajectory not to exceedI -28.5" I (if
this constraint is not met, launch injected mass is
reduced)
*requiring nocritical operations during the solar
conjunction period
leaving at least 10 daysbetween launches to allow
sufficient time for final lander launch preparation
on the pad
*not allowing the lander arrivalV= to exceed
5.5 km/s (the Mars Pathfinder value)
.requiring at least a 21-day launch period for the
orbiter and the lander
Satisfying these constraints leads to the orbiter and
lander launch periods in August and September 2005,as
shown in tables 1 and 2.

e. V, at Mars arrival in km/s
f. Declination of the arrival asymptote, in degrees

Table 2. Lander Launch and Arrival Period
Characteristics

Table 1. Orbiter Launch and Arrival Period
Characteristics

a. in 2005
b. in 2006/2007

c. km2/s2
d. Declination of the launch asymptote, in degrees
e. V, at Mars arrival in km/s
f. Declination of the arrival asymptote,in degrees

a. in 2005
b. in 2006

c. km2/s2
d. Declination of the launch asymptote,in degrees

The MSR orbiter and lander
use a type 2 Earth-to-Mars
trajectory (figure 3 ) . Other trajectory types considered
were a type 1 (figure 4) anda type 4 (launching in
November 2004). The type4 trajectory has much lower
maximum C3 requirements. But, due to program funding limitations, this trajectory is not feasible. Required
MAV propulsion technology development, as well as
other technologies to reduce mass and power, need
funding early in MSR. This means thatthe budget to
build the flight systems is not ready before a 2005
launch.
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,Earth at

is in an 18-23 hour capture orbit, from which aerobraking operations begin (figure 5). Aerobraking proceeds in
two phases due to solarconjunction.The first phaselasts
from arrival to October 1, 2006. Then, aerobraking
operations are suspended due to solar conjunction. The
second phase proceeds from November 15,2006to
completion. The nominal aerobraking period ends when
apoapsis decays to -450 km altitude. We estimate it will
take -80 days of aerobraking passes, which results in
finishing aerobraking around January 4,2007.

Figure 3. MSR Earth-to-Mars trajectories

Figure 5. Representative Aerobraking at Mars
After aerobraking, the orbiter will rendezvous with the
orbiting MAV. The scenario for this rendezvous is not
completely worked out atthis time. The currentscenario
has the orbiter being theactive componentof the rendezvous. As such,the orbiter communications, navigation, guidance, and propulsion systems, with help from
ground operations on Earth, adjustits orbit tomatch that
of the MAV. The MAV has only a beacon to aid the
orbiter rendezvous systems.
Figure 4. MSR launch period ‘porkchops’
The orbiter and lander trajectories utilize maneuver
strategies similar to Mars98 and Mars 2001. Thereis a
post-injection cleanup at about launch +8 days, a midcourse maneuver, a maneuver at about encounter -30
days, a maneuver at about encounter - 10 days,and
finally a small maneuver at about 10 hoursbefore
encounter. After these maneuvers, the orbiter, and later
the lander, are targeted to their final Mars aimpoints

B. ODerations at Mars
Orbiter. After a Mars orbit insertion (MOI) burn of
-1335 m/s (-145 m/s due to gravity losses), the orbiter

After rendezvous, the sample is transferred to the Earth
Return Capsule on the EEV. Then the orbiter awaits
proper alignment of the orbit for the Earth return trajectory.
Lander. The MSR lander jettisons
the cruise stage
within an hour of Mars atmospheric interface. Then the
lander aeroshell orients for the atmosphere passage. As
the lander passes through the upper and middle atmosphere, active guidancecontrols theflight path*. Current
studies suggest active guidance achievesa landing on
the surface within 5 km (30) of a targeted landing site.
Precision landing is necessary so that the rover, which

* Precision landing achieves miss distances from a desired surface site of from 10s of kilometers to < 100 meters.
This wide range of miss distances depends upon navigation accuracy, atmospheric disturbances, the lander aeroshell
and center of gravity, and surface winds. MSR builds upon the knowledge gained from Mars Pathfinder, Mars ‘98,
Mars ‘01, and Mars ‘03 to achieve this precise landing.
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has a rangeof a few hundred meters fromthe lander,can
collect the correct samples asdetermined by the MSR
science team.
After the active guidance phase, the lander jettisons the
aeroshell and deploys a parachute. Then, within a few
kilometers of the surface, the parachute is cut away and
retro rockets with active radar bring the landerto rest on
the surface.
After checkoutof the lander systems and relay of the
descent images to Earth, the lander
deploys ramps (similar toMars Pathfinder). The roverdrives off and begins
to collect samples. The exactprocedure for sample collection and transfer to the MAV (sitting atop the lander)
is unknown at present and is being investigated.
After samplecollection is completed (at 30-180 sols)
the flight team on Earth checks the systems and readies
the MAV for ascent. The multistagevehicle ascends
through the atmosphere and circularizes toa -300-kmaltitude orbit. Then, the MAV awaits the rendezvous of
the orbiter. Currently, we are investigating guided and
unguided MAV configurations.

Tirnetics at 30 day increment

Figure 6. MSR Mars-to-Earth trajectories
In order to reduce launch costs, the architecture baselined for MSR is a Mars orbit rendezvous ratherthan a
direct return to Earth.The flight system is comprised of
two main components: the orbiter (cruise) component
and the lander (surface) component. The orbiter component includes an orbiter bus and an Earth return capsule.
The lander componentincludes a lander bus, a rover,
and a Mars ascent vehicle. The key capabilities of these
systems are described below.

C. Mars-to-Earth traiectory
After the orbit linesup correctly for the Mars-Earth trajectory, the EEV does a maneuver to achieve an elliptical orbit. At apogee, any required plane change is
accomplished. Then at perigee, a large burn injects the
EEV toward Earth. The total AV for injecting to Earth is
-2400 m / ~ .

Orbiter (Cruise Component)

During the type-2 Earth return (see figure 6), several
navigation maneuvers totaling about 40 m/s slowly bias
the Earth target aimpoint in toward Earth. Forthe nominal trajectory, it is not possible to return and land in the
continental U.S. due to the incoming asymptote declination of "50". Although at this timewe plan a landing in
Australia, other options are being investigated. Chief
amongst these options isa flyby of Earth followed by
Earth return to UTTR 6 months later. The AV cost for
this option is very small,on the orderof 10 m/s or less.

ORBITER BUS - provides the primary propulsive
capability on the way to Mars, at Mars, and on the
way to Earth, as well as guidance and communications.
RETURN CAPSULE - provides a sealed environment that can survive Earth reentry and landing.
Lander (Surface Component)
.LANDER BUS - utilizes parachutes and propulsion
to soft-land the rover and ascent vehiclenear a sample site. Also provides communications to Earth.
ROVER - deployed after landing to collectsamples
from the site and return it to the ascent vehicle.
*ASCENT VEHICLE- provides the propulsive
capability to launch thesample container into a low
Mars orbit to await rendezvous with and transfer of
the sample to the orbiter.

D. Flight svstems
Introduction. The flight system described in this
paper is based on the reference MSR mission architecture as of July 15, 1998; other conceptsare being investigated.
Of the possible launch systemsunder consideration (see
below), the flight system designis constrained by the
least common denominator of launch vehicle capability
and payload fairing volume. In this case, the mass target
for the orbiter is 995 kg and the mass target for the
lander is 1800 kg. The maximum allowable diameter is
3.65 m for the lander and the orbiter.

Orbiter Bus. Theorbiter (figure 7) targets for a propulsive orbit insertion into a 40-hour, roughly 41.5"
elliptical orbit at Mars.The mass of the orbiter is driven
by the 4 - k d s propulsive load it is required to carry to
get into Marsorbit and toleave Marsorbit (table 3). The
orbiter has two stages in order to reduce massby jetti-
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soning the first stage before leaving Mars; staging saves
roughly 100 kg. Each orbiter stage performs roughly
half of the AV required by the orbiter.
Some of the orbiter guidelines are:
*Maximum mission lifetime
Sun range (midmax)

3.5 years
.0.987 AU, 1.5 AU
1.0 AU, 2.5 AU
*Earth range (midmax)
3-4 h out of 13 h
*Eclipse duration (max)
DSN allocation at Mars
Continuous 34 m
The propulsion system is dual-mode bipropellant with
an Isp = 337 s. The ERC ismounted in the center of the
orbiter, which allows the sample container to beinserted
on one sidewithout having to dislodge the heat shield
on the other side. The orbiter is solar-powered with batteries for eclipses. A combination of solar cellson stage
1 and solar panels mounted to stage 2 provides 8 m2 of
solar area, which generates 210W of electrical power.
When stage 1 is jettisoned, an equivalent areaof solar
cells to that which was lost due to shadowing on stage 1
is uncovered on stage 2, maintaining a total of 8 m2.
This area is also important to maintain for aerobraking
from the high elliptical orbit to a low Mars orbit (250
km circular).

GENERAL VIEW

Figure 7. MSR Orbiter
One very important function of the orbiter is to track,
rendezvous, and dock with the upper stage of the MAV

Table 3. Orbiter AV Budget
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to the surface of the Earth. The Mars samplesare sealed
in a sample container on the surface of Mars and taken
to Mars orbitby the MAV. When the orbiter docks with
the MAV, the sample containeris inserted into the EEV
(figure 8). The EEV isattached to the orbiter via three
hard points aft of the heat shield. Themass of the sample plus the container is less than 2.7 kg. The EEV is
spin-stabilized at 2 to 5 rpm for entry.

(described later). The MAV carries the collected sample
into orbit, and the orbiter is requiredto retrieve the sample, install it into the EEV, and bring it back to Earth.
The orbiter also provides the telecommunications link
from the MAV to Earth. Theorbiter transmits at 2 kbps
to Earth using X-band to a 34-mDSN antenna. The
orbiter tracks the MAV via a GPS-derived system using
an L-band link for ranges less than 2000 km and a
100-MHz link for rangesless than 20,000 km;the MAV
transmits and the orbiter receives and tracks.

One unique feature of the MSR EEV is the lackof a
parachute. If the EEV had a parachute and the parachute
failed, there would be a chance of containment breach if
the sample container were not already designed to withstand high G loads. In such a case, the prudent thing to
do is to design the capsule and container to survive such
a failuremode. However, if the capsule is designed from
the beginning to withstand this failure mode, then there
is no need for a parachute, which represents a mass
impact on the flight system. Thus,the EEV is designed
to limit the mechanical loads onthe samples to less than
300 G in winds less than or equal to 11 mls, while the
sample container is designed to take 1000G without
breaching. The interior of the EEV is filled with a crushable foam which is designed to take all but 300 G of the
impact force. Another advantage of a parachuteless
design is that the landingfootprint is smaller since the
descent is quicker and the dispersions due to winds are

Another important function that the orbiter performs is
monitoring sample containment. NASA isrequired to
ensure containmentof the Mars samples, notonly to
keep the samples pure forscientific investigation on
Earth, but also toprotect our biosphere from any possible contamination. If the orbiter cannot verify that containment is intact ordoes verify that containmenthas
been breached, the samples must be sterilized or not
returned to Earth. The orbiter passively limits sample
temperatures to below 0" C for cruise and below 50" C
for Earth entry.
Finally, the orbiter must place the EEV on the proper
Earth-impact trajectory, release the EEV, and deflect off
an Earth-impact course.
Earth Entry Vehicle (EEV). The purpose of the EEV
is to transport the Mars samples safely from Mars orbit
Mars Samole Return

Lid

1

.o

Dimensions in meters

Figure 8. Earth Entry Vehicle
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reduced. After landing (velocity = 30 m/s or less), the
capsule is located via one of two 242-MHz transmitter
beacons in the EEV. The EEV mass,with contingency,
is 30 kg.
Lander Bus. The lander (figure 9) is guided by a
cruise stage and is mostly dormant duringthe cruise to
Mars (except for occasional checkouts). Before cruise
stage separation, the lander systems arebrought up and
initialized.
mc1shaii
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Figure 10. MSR Lander With Legs Deployed
The lander communicates directly to Earthvia a highgain antenna. There is a backup low-gain antenna that
can accept commands in case of an anomaly. The MSR
telecommunications architecture is shown in figure 11.
Baseline Telecom System Architecture
'05 Landed Scenario

Heat S k l d

Rwu

Lam%L e g (stow&)

Figure 9. MSR Lander in Aeroshell
The lander uses aeromaneuvering foran inertially
guided entry and deceleration in the martian atmosphere*. At the end of the entry phase and after ejection
of the heat shield, the landerdeploys a parachute to take
out some of the downrange error, and the remainder of
the distance is covered propulsively by adjusting the
time when the excess horizontal and vertical velocity
are canceled by the soft landerthrusters. Around 50 m/s
AV is required for thisaccurate descent and landing scenario. Four deployable legs on the lander (figure IO)
allow for greater than 35 cm of ground clearance in
order to avoid large rocks.
Also on the MSR lander isthe MAV, the rover, and a
contingency sample collection arm. The samplecontingency arm is required as a backup in case the rover mission fails. The arm has the capability to grab samples
within 2 mof the lander andplace the samples inside the
sample container.
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Figure 11. MSR Telecommunications Architecture
Rover and Pavload. The rover (figure 12) is equipped
with the Athena payload (table 4) which allows it to
choose, gather, characterize, and select samples for
return to Earth. Themaximum number of samples to be
collected is still under deliberation and isa function of
time required for selection and collection, time required
to traverse the surface of Mars, and rover lifetime limitations. One limiting factor on rover lifetime is the
amount of solar power able tobe collected due to landing season and due to dust accumulationon the solar
panel.
To maximize the chances of returning scientifically
valuable samples froma variety of sites and rock types,
the rover will make three collection loops. The primary

* A center-of-gravity (CG) offset causes an angle of attack during lander hypersonic atmospheric passage. This
allows small thrusters, when coupled with precision landing guidance and control, to roll the lift vector of the lander
aeroshell as needed. This roll control allowsthe lander to take out perturbations caused by Mars's atmosphere.
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point (-40" C) to aid in thermal control on the surface.
The vehicle is capable of achieving a low Mars orbit of
300-km altitude.
While surface operations are occurring, the orbiter is
aerobraking down to a low circular orbit tofacilitate the
orbit rendezvous. Once the sample has been retrieved, it
is placed by the rover into the lowerhalf of the sample
container. That half of the sample container is raised to
meet the other half, and the two halves are sealed
together and installed onto the end of a long "stinger,"
which extends through the MAV first stage (figure 13).
The MAV would then launch, putting its second stage
with the sample container into a similar (butslightly
lower) orbit. Launch from Mars requires approximately
4900 d s of free space equivalentAV. The MAV second
stage would then simply maintain 3-axis attitude control, pointing to the Sun, andwait for the orbiter. The
orbiter would rendezvous with the MAV and transfer the
sample.

Figure 12. MSR Rover
mission lasts 30 sols*, and the rover will collect up to
eight samples in a cache. Once the rover safely returns
this cacheto the lander, the rover will venture out again,
this time for up to60 sols, and collect up to 12 samples.
If the rover returns this cache safely and the MAV can
remain on the surface longer, the rover willbe deployed
again for another samplecollection run. For this type of
challenging assignment,the rover requires a lot more
autonomy than the Sojournerrover had.
The rover is deployed via ramps. The samplecache or
the contingency sample will be loaded into a sample
container on the lander. That container will then seal
shut on the surface of Mars to contain the solid sample
and to collect an atmospheresample. As shown
in figure
11, the rovercommunicates to Earth via a link to the
lander or via the Mars '01 or '03orbiter.
Mars AscentVehicle. The MAV itself is a two-stageto-orbit launch system using storable hypergolic propellants, MMH and MON-25 (NTO with 25% NO). These
propellants are being considered for their low boiling

On the MAV second stage are twonavigation aids for
the orbit rendezvous: a short-range radio transponder,
for direction-finding and accurate ranging from the
orbiter; and an active optical target. The radio will be
used for long-range tracking, along with orbiter tracking
from Earth, toguide the orbiter from a higher, out-ofphase orbit down to the same
orbit as the MAV second
stage (less than 1 km away)with low relative velocity.
The radio will also provide communications between
the orbiter andMAV second stage. Thoseoperations are
controlled from Earth. The close-proximity phase will
be autonomous and will use the optical target, consisting
of flashing light sources,synchronized to radio communications from the orbiter for background discrimination, and positioned to enable the determination of the
direction, range, and attitude of the MAV second stage.
Another option is to use a laser ranging system, which
may not require active targets on the MAV.'
At the end of the close-proximity phase when the orbiter
and MAV physically dock, the sample container is transferred from the MAV second stage tothe return orbiter
and placed in the EEC carried by the orbiter. This container transfer will be performed in a way to prevent the
transfer of martian material (for example, dust)that
might be on the outside of the ascent stage and sample
container to the return orbiter and Earth entry vehicle.
The current conceptis for the sample container to be in
a protective sheath that would be deployed upon transfer. with a similar shield on the orbiter that would be

* A sol is a Mars day. A Mars day equals 24 h, 39 min, and 25.245 Earth seconds.
t A laser ranging system reflects laser light generatedon the orbiter back from MAV during the terminal rendezvous
phase. The time required for the beam to bounce back gives the orbiter an autonomous distance calculation.
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Table 4. Athena Payload Description

Athena Payload Summary

and astrobiologists from around the world. While the
outcome of this evaluation for the Mars program after
the 2001 mission is unclear, one thing is certain: NASA
and JPL are planning a series of Mars samplereturns.
Another certainty is that the first of these sample return
missions will launch in August/September of 2005.
In about 10 years, we will have our first sample from
one of our neighboring planets. The MSR mission is
very challenging in many ways. Performance, new technologies, cost, schedule, and risk management all
require new techniques and thinkingfrom the engineers
and scientists tasked with developing thismission. The
payoff is a set of Mars samples that will shed new light
on the martianenvironment and our placein the cosmos
after the world’s laboratories begin analyses in 2008.
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IV. Conclusions
As of this writing, the Mars program architecture is
undergoing reevaluation by expert scientists, engineers,
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Acronyms
AU
CG
DSN
AV
EELV
EEV
ERC
GPS
JPL
LeRC
MAV
MMH
MOI
MSR
NASA
NO
NTO
UHF

UlTR
WSMR

astronomical unit
center of gravity
Deep Space Network
delta-V (change in velocity)
Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicle
Earth Entry Vehicle
Earth Return Capsule
Global Positioning System (at Earth)
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Lewis Research Center
Mars Ascent Vehicle
monomethyl hydrazine
Mars orbit insertion
Mars Sample Return
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
nitrous oxide
nitrogen tetraoxide
ultrahigh frequency
Utah Test and Training Range (near Dugway, Utah, U.S.A.)
White Sands Missile Range (New Mexico, U.S.A.)
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